
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact your 
Stage Manager, Courtney Rasor, at 614.824.8298 

Driving Miss Daisy 
Performance Report 

Tidewater Stage   Summer 2014 

Performance #5 Date: Sunday, August 3rd Time: 7:31-9:02 

Location: Studio Theatre SM: Courtney Rasor ASM: Mary Griesbach 
Reporting Late:  N/A 
Not Present:   N/A 
        

House Open: 7:00   
 

  

Performance Start: 7:31   
   

    

Performance End: 9:02   
 

    
Conc 
Performance:  
-Our run was approximately 1 hour and 31 minutes. 
-The car was not struck before Boolie’s acceptance speech and bumped into it in the blackout.  He quickly 
struck it in the blackout, and we carried on through the scene as usual.  The applause going into the scene 
lasted a little longer to cover the strike. 

Scenery:  Nothing to report. 
Lights:  The Go button was bumped in the last scene of Daisy’s home, causing the lights to start a blackout 
mid-scene.  Before the blackout completed, we went back a cue, and the lights restored.  
Sound: During the nursing home scene, before Boolie exited, there was a loud pop in the theatre.  All the 
sound equipment in the booth went down, including all monitor systems that feed backstage.  SM asked 
Sound Op to bring the faders down, reboot the computer, and then restore the faders when equipment was 
running as normal.  She was able to do this, and the sound system was restored and ran normally through 
the end of the show.  The system went down during a window of no sound cues, so no cues were affected.  
Please take a look at the computer and equipment to ensure it is something that won’t happen again.  Thank 
you! 
Costumes:  Hoke had a tie hanging half around his neck in the final scene in Daisy’s home with Boolie.  It 
was hanging past his sweater, and he took it off as we transitioned into the nursing home scene. 

Props: Nothing to report. 
FX: Nothing to report. Misc: Nothing to report. 
Next Performance Info:   
 
Thursday, August 7th 
6:30 – Crew Called for presets 
7:00 – Cast Called  
7:30 – Brushup 

 


